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Abstract: Since the development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique, genomic
information has been retrievable from lesser amounts of DNA than previously possible.
PCR-based amplifications require high-precision instruments to perform temperature
cycling reactions; further, they are cumbersome for routine clinical use. However, the use
of isothermal approaches can eliminate many complications associated with thermocycling.
The application of diagnostic devices for isothermal DNA amplification has recently been
studied extensively. In this paper, we describe the basic concepts of several isothermal
amplification approaches and review recent progress in diagnostic device development.
Keywords: isothermal nucleic acid amplification; NASBA; SDA; RCA; LAMP; HDA

1. Introduction
Nucleic acid amplification is one of the most valuable tools in nucleic acid detection because it can
amplify fewer than 10 target copies, significantly improving assay sensitivity. The polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) was introduced by Mullis [1] and has since become an indispensable tool in numerous
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molecular research and diagnostic applications. Related advanced technologies, such as multiplex PCR,
nested PCR, real-time PCR, and reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR), have been used for bimolecular
analysis. However, there are numerous features confining the applicability of PCR. The approach
requires thermal cycling instrumentation, considerable expertise, and a substantial amount of space in
routine diagnostic laboratories, thus limiting its use to highly sophisticated facilities. These limitations
in current PCR-based techniques have spurred the development of a new molecular-biological
technique known as isothermal nucleic acid amplification. The major difference between PCR and
isothermal amplification are the temperature reaction condition requirements. Stringent reaction
conditions, including thermal cycling steps at specific temperatures, are employed in PCR, whereas
only a single optimal reaction temperature is required for the entire isothermal amplification reaction,
thus providing simpler and more effective reaction conditions without expensive equipment.
Additionally, isothermal DNA amplification produces longer DNA fragments than the conventional
PCR technique. Overall, isothermal nucleic acid amplifications have greater amplification efficiency
and produce higher DNA yields than PCR owing to their undisrupted and sustained enzyme activity.
With the advent of microfabrication technology, one of the directions taken to address the future
needs of bioanalysis and clinical diagnosis is the development of micro total analysis systems (µTAS)
or labs-on-a-chip (LOC). This scaling down capability supports an exceptional ability to miniaturize
various functional units such as pumps and reactors, making it possible to integrate and automate
processes into a microsystem. Additionally, it offers important advantages over bulk or large-scale
analysis including rapid assay results, high-throughput screening, and low consumption of reagents.
Further, the energy required for microfabrication and operation is remarkably reduced. Most
importantly, these benefits make microchip systems amenable to near-patient and point-of-care testing.
The development of DNA amplification microinstruments began in the 1990s, when the concepts of
integrated microfluidic devices were introduced to take advantage of microfabrication technology for
biological and chemical analyses [2]. To establish such a system, it was desirable to create a totally
integrated device performing a series of specific molecular functions such as nucleic acid extraction
and purification, nucleic acid amplification and detection, and other supporting analysis techniques,
with minimal dead volumes.
Owing to the overwhelming quantity of literature available on isothermal DNA amplification
devices, we will describe the strategies of five major isothermal techniques. Because several reviews
have previously focused on isothermal methods in bioanalysis applications [3–5], we focus mainly
on recent advances in the rational design and fabrication of integrated DNA microchips. The
measurements of amplified DNA using different approaches will also be reviewed. Finally, future
challenges and perspectives on diagnostic device construction are described.
2. Isothermal Nucleic Acid Amplification
Isothermal approaches can facilitate rapid target amplification through single-temperature
incubation, reducing system complexity compared to PCR-based methods. Established isothermal
amplification methods differ in terms of complexity (multiple enzymes or primers), attainable
sensitivity, and specificity. In this section, we introduce the main isothermal methods used in
diagnostic systems, including nucleic acid sequence-based amplification, strand displacement
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aamplification and rollling circle--based, looop-mediated
d, and heliicase-depenndent ampllification. In
I
a
addition,
wee discuss the
t potentiaal of new isothermal methods such
s
as beeacon-assistted detectioon
a
amplificatio
n and hybriidization chhain reactionn.
2 Nucleic Acid Sequeence-Based Amplificatiion
2.1.
Nucleic acid
a
sequennce-based am
mplificationn (NASBA) is a sensitive transcrription-baseed isothermaal
a
amplificatio
n system foor mimickinng retrovirall RNA repliication. Thee single-straanded RNA
A product is a
d
desirable
tarrget owing to the integgration of reeverse transscriptase intto the ampliification reaaction. Thuus,
thhe NASBA
A assay hass been widdely employyed for ideentifying baacterial andd viral RNA
A in clinicaal
s
samples
[6––9]. The reaaction is perrformed witth a two-staage protocoll: the initiall phase for denaturatioon
a
and
primer annealing at 65 °C, and the cycle
c
phasee for targeet amplificaation at thee predefineed
teemperature of 41 °C. At the innitial phasee, the reverrse primerss (P1), whiich contain
n polymerasse
p
promoter
sequences, arre extended by the actiivity of reveerse transcrriptase, afterr which thee RNA of thhe
R
RNA-cDNA
A hybrids is degraded by
b RNase H (Figure 1).
Figu
ure 1. Schem
matic repressentation off the NASBA
A amplificaation.

The forw
ward primerss (P2) hybriidize with thhe cDNA sttrands to foorm new tem
mplates thatt are suitablle
f the exteension of reverse
for
r
trannscriptase. The
T doublee-stranded promoter
p
sequences can
c again be
b
p
produced,
annd simultanneously, new
wly synthesized RNA fragments will be form
med by thee polymerase,
thhus initiatinng the nextt round of the cyclic phase [10]]. In additiion to offerring an iso
othermal annd
c
convenient
p
process,
the major addvantage off NASBA compared
c
w RT-PC
with
CR is the production
p
o
of
s
single-strand
ded RNA products,
p
leeading to simple
s
detection usingg probe hybbridization without anny
d
denaturation
n step. Addditionally, NASBA
N
hass been show
wn to havee sensitivityy comparab
ble to that of
o
R
RT-PCR
[111–13].
To monittor the amplified targett during thee NASBA process,
p
mollecular beaccon probes are designeed
too hybridizee with the product,
p
gennerating a sppecific fluo
orescent siggnal. With aan increasin
ng number of
o
N
NASBA
cyccles, more and
a more amplified RN
NA sequences are produced and tthen interaccted with thhe
m
molecular
beeacon probees during thhe annealingg stage. Thiis sensing sttrategy geneerates increasing signals
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from the molecular beacon, and the fluorescence provides a real-time monitoring of NASBA
progress [5,14,15]. Recent effort has shown that an automated NASBA system, NucliSENS EasyQ,
can perform simultaneous amplification and detection using fluorescence quantification. The detection
of amplification products takes place in a single closed tube to significantly reduce contamination risks.
This platform also helps decrease the hands-on time and provides rapid results (within 4 h), thus
becoming a potentially suitable device for diagnostic applications [16–19].
Although the NucliSENS EasyQ platform can obtain measurements simply and rapidly at central
laboratories, the system has had limited application outside of this context. With the goal of bedside
monitoring, many researchers have reported on integrated analysis systems that make it possible to
shift NASBA applications from high-cost, tabletop systems to low-cost, portable devices. Esch et al.
developed a NASBA assay in conjunction with fluorescence detection on a microfluidic device [20].
This device consisted of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) block with a single channel, placed on a
gold-coated glass slide at the device’s center to immobilize the probe. Detection was accomplished
using a sandwich hybridization of the NASBA products between capture probes and reporter probes
tagged with carboxyfluorescein-filled liposomes. This technique had a detection limit of 5 fmol/L for a
sample size of 12.5 μL. A later publication by Dimov et al. reported a microfluidic diagnostic device
that integrated solid-phase extraction, real-time fluorescence detection, and a NASBA assay [21]. The
integrated microfluidic NASBA chip consisted of two reaction chambers: a silica bead-bed chamber
for sample purification and concentration, and a NASBA chamber for RNA amplification. To improve
the efficiency of the NASBA reaction, all chambers were incubated with bovine serum albumin
overnight before the reaction was started. Adequate amounts of the NASBA product were obtained
after a reaction time of 30 min. Earlier this year, Zhao et al. introduced the concept of an integrated
microfluidic chip-based system to monitor pathogens in a water environment with femtomolar
sensitivity. The system, called immuno-NASBA, combined the versatility of enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) with the amplification power of NASBA [22]. The device was modeled
on a 96-well ELISA microplate with 43 reaction chambers so that it would be fully compatible with a
conventional reader. Moreover, the chip contained six parallel reaction channels to perform the
simultaneous detection of six targets. Immuno-NASBA diagnostic devices have powerful potential to
be applied for the diagnosis of various infectious diseases.
2.2. Strand Displacement Amplification
Strand displacement amplification (SDA) was described in 1992 [23] and was improved in the same
year [24]. There are four sequence-specific primers used in this isothermal amplification. The first set
of primers (S1 and S2) is designed to have single-stranded restriction enzyme recognition site
overhangs, and the second set of the primers (B1 and B2) represent the bumper primers. The DNA
target is first denatured by heat and each strand is allowed to hybridize with two primers (S1 and B1),
which are annealed to the DNA template. The B1 extended product displaces the extension from the S1
primer, which can hybridize to the opposite strand primers (B2 and S2). Thus, newly synthesized DNA
that has been extended from the primers is cleaved by a corresponding restriction endonuclease, and
the amplification is repeated by the polymerase, thus generating the newly synthesized strands
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(Figure 2). Unfortunattely, the tecchnique stiill requires a higher temperature
t
e (95 °C) to
t perform a
d
denaturation
n step for innitial primerr binding annd amplificaation.
Figure 2. Schematic
S
reepresentatio
on of the SD
DA reactionn.

BD ProbbeTec ET iss a semiauttomated reaal-time systtem for carrrying out SDA with fluorescencce
d
detection,
w
which
has prroven usefuul in the deetection of bacteria
b
in clinical sam
mples [25–3
31]. The BD
D
P
ProbeTec
ET
T system offfers a num
mber of advaantages overr traditionall culture-baased method
ds, especiallly
inn the detecttion of Chlaamydia tracchomatis annd Neisseriaa gonorrhoeeae. The opeeration of this detectioon
p
platform
is no
n more techhnically diffficult than conventional
c
l approaches. Total processing time for bacteriia
d
detection
using this sysstem takes less than 5 h from speccimen receippt, as oppossed to 4–8 weeks
w
for thhe
c
completion
of traditionnal culturess. Such a rapid
r
turnaaround timee combinedd with exceellent devicce
c
characteristi
ics and easse of use can
c consideerably imprrove patiennt care. In addition, a more rapiid
d
diagnosis
off infected paatients will facilitate thhe maximum
m possibilityy of limitingg disseminaation. Brieflly,
thhis diagnossis device offfers a moree rapid and cost-effecttive way forr screening the spread of infectiouus
b
bacteria.
H et al. incorporated SDA
S
to a laateral flow strip
s
in an eeffort toward
d more rapiid
In anotheer design, He
d
diagnostics
[32]. Nucleic acids are
a capturedd on strips in an antibbody-depenndent mann
ner, using an
a
a
antibody
caapture line and an oliigonucleotidde probe of complem
mentary sequuence to th
he ampliconn.
T developped SDA strrip allows the
The
t detectionn of keratin
n 10 in epiddermolytic hhyperkerato
osis produceed
a 1 fm withhin 75 min.
at
2 Rolling Circle Ampplification
2.3.
Rolling circle
c
ampliification (R
RCA) is a representativ
r
ve amplificcation technnique that uses
u
a singlle
D
DNA
primerr and padloock probes. The probess, including two target--complemenntary portio
ons linked by
b
a connectingg sequence, are designed to circullarize via lig
gation with the DNA ttarget strand
d [33]. In thhe
b
beginning,
t end porttions of thee probe hybbridize two consecutivee sequencess in the targ
the
get sequence,
thhus construucting a circcle with a nick
n
that is closed
c
by liigation. After ligation, circular paadlock probees
u
used
as tempplates can be
b copied byy DNA pollymerases frrom phage φ29,
φ
resultiing in multiple copies of
o
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thhe circle DN
NA sequences (Figuree 3(A)) [34]. This polym
merase, witth an excelllent strand displacemen
d
nt
a
activity
is im
mportant foor efficient RCA becauuse it can continuously
c
y progress around the circle probbe
a displacee the ampliffied fragmennt, generatinng a long sssDNA produuct. The tecchnique prov
and
vides severaal
a
advantages
such as sim
mplicity andd robustnesss over other isothermaal amplificaation techno
ologies. Oveer
thhe years, diifferent circcle amplificaation assayss have been
n developed for molecuular monitorring by usinng
n [35], muultiply-prim
s
single-prime
er initiated RCA, tw
wo-primer amplificatio
a
med strateg
gy [36], annd
d
dubbed-prim
mer generatiion [37]. Beecause the operation
o
off RCA is at moderate temperature and pH, this
a
assay
does not
n affect antigen-antib
a
body bindinng [38]. Co
onsequently,, it has beenn extensiveely employeed
inn DNA [39––41] and prrotein [42–444] detectionn.
Figuree 3. (A) Schhematic illuustration off the princip
pal steps of RCA. (B) S
System dessign for
on-chiip RCA inttegrated plaatform (reprrinted with permissionn from [60]]. Copyrigh
ht 2008
Ameriican Chemiccal Society..)

To date, various seensors havee been devveloped witth RCA baased on eleectrochemisstry [45–477],
o
optics
[48–550], fluoresccence [51–553], chemiluuminescencce [54,55], and
a other asssays [56]. Schopf et al.
a
p
presented
a bead-basedd RCA in a sandwich assay
a
to dettect viral DN
NA by hybbridizing pad
dlock probees
w 1 µm diameter
with
d
beads as surfaaces for RC
CA [57]. Beecause of thhe immobilizzation of RCA
R
products
o beads, thhis on-chipp RCA cann decrease complexity
on
y and increaase fidelityy. Sato et al.
a created a
m
microchip-b
based on-beead RCA syystem that integrates all operatinng processees into a ch
hip for rapiid
n
nucleic
acidd quantificattion [58]. A glass miccrochip conssists of a Y-shaped
Y
miicrochannell with a dam
m
s
structure,
whhich is usedd to localizee beads durring RCA stteps. In adddition to DN
NA detectio
on, Yan et al.
a
r
reported
thee first exampple of proteein detection by on-nan
noparticle RCA
R
[59]. M
Magnetic particles werre
inntroduced to
t separate the
t target frrom body flluid. Baba’ss group has reported ann integrated poly(methyyl
m
methacrylate
e) (PMMA
A) microchipp using ann electropho
oretic port as an RCA
A reaction chamber foor
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rolling-circle and circle-to-circle amplification and the subsequent microchip electrophoretic analysis
of bacterial genes (Figure 3(B)) [60,61]. A clinical sample was detectable in less than 65 min after the
reaction was initiated.
In addition to single-target detection, RCA is also desirable for multiple-analyte sensing assays
because amplified products are considered to be localized at the array spot [62]. An array of real-time
RCA in combination with the parallelism of arrays was developed by Yang et al. for protein quantitation
down to the low nanomolar range [53]. Konry et al. constructed a two-layer sandwich assay on
microbead surfaces for the combined detection of DNA and protein molecules in a single
approach [63]. This array chip achieved detection limits of 1 pM and 10 fM for target DNA and
proteins, respectively.
2.4. Loop-Mediated Isothermal Amplification
Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is one of the DNA amplification technologies that
employ a constant temperature [64]. The Bst polymerase plays a key role in the LAMP reaction
process. The Bst polymerase, which is derived from Bacillus stearothermophilus living in hot springs
with temperature around 70 °C, has polymerize activity, 5’-3’ exonuclease activity, and strand
displacement ability. At a suitable temperature, Bst polymerase with strand displacement activity can
separate the non-template strand from the template DNA without the thermal cycles of the PCR
process, which uses Taq polymerase to synthesize new DNA strands. Subtle primer design is also
necessary for a successful LAMP reaction. In the first stage of the reaction, the so-called outer and
inner primer pairs can make dumbbell-like loop DNA strands from the target DNA templates, and the
dumbbell-like DNA strands become the new template DNA for the next step (Figure 4). The
dumbbell-like DNA strands then continue replicating to become a flower-like long-chain DNA
product [65]. In addition to these two primer pairs, a third pair known as loop primers has been
designed and proven to be beneficial in accelerating the amplification process. A good primer design
not only ensures successful execution of LAMP, but also increases the sensitivity and specificity of the
reaction result [66]. Thus, the LAMP reaction is carried out by three pairs of primers in an isothermal
condition. Compared to the PCR, the reaction time of LAMP is shorter while the sensitivity and
specificity are almost the same or even better. For fixed temperature heating, the heater component of
the device can be simpler relative to traditional DNA amplification instruments. These features afford
LAMP strong potential as a disease screening method based on the economic benefits of clinical
point-of-care devices with simpler designs. Because of convenience, high efficiency, and the specificity
of LAMP, it has been applied to many DNA screening tests, especially virus detection.
Microfluidic chips have been applied to the detection of LAMP reactions in recent years. Some chips
are used only for guiding the reaction buffer and DNA solution to the reaction chamber, whereas others
are combined with additional technologies such as nanostructures for sample concentrating,
electrophoresis, magnetics beads, etc. A microfluidics chip made of PMMA has been used for the
turbidity detection of the hepatitis B virus (HBV) LAMP reaction by our group [67,68]. With a
disposable LAMP microreactor and optical fiber-based turbidimetry device, as shown in Figure 4, the
lowest limitation for detection of the HBV DNA template was 50 copies/25 μL with the critical detecting
time set at 30 min.
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Figu
ure 4. Schematic illusttration of the principal steps of LA
AMP.

A multicchannel miccrofluidics device for LAMP bassed on turbbidity detecction was developed
d
b
by
F
Fang
et al. [69].
[
In this research, pseudorabiess virus, the swine
s
virus,, was used aas the test model,
m
and thhe
d
device
needeed only a sm
mall samplee volume off around 0.4
4 μL for a coomplete tim
me of less th
han 1 h. Fanng
e al. also deemonstratedd another muultiplex miccrofluidics LAMP
et
L
deviice that disttinguished th
hree types of
o
h
human
influuenza A subbstrains (fluuA, seasonaal H1N1, an
nd pandemic H1N1) w
with a samplle volume of
o
o
only
2 μL annd a detectiion limit off less than 10
1 copies/μL
L [70]. A further
fu
desiggn of micro
ofluidics witth
m
microvalves
s and microppumps imprroved the controllability of the reagent addinng process in
i the LAM
MP
r
reaction.
A thermoresp
t
onsive polyymer microvvalve was used
u
in a LA
AMP microochannel deevice to builld
a closed reaaction cham
mber that prevents
p
thhe evaporation or outfflow of fluuids during the heatinng
p
process
[71]]. The valvee was madee using PDM
MS with an expandablee microspheere filled with isobutenne
a isopentaane and a shhell of vinyllidene chlorride, acrylon
and
nitrile, and methyl metthacrylate. After
A
heatinng
too 80 °C, thee microspheere expands and the vallve containin
ng the sphere beads clooses the miccrochannel to
t
leeave the buuffer injecteed inside thee reaction chhamber. Th
he valve cann withstand a maximum
m of 200 kPa,
s that it caan tolerate the
so
t internall pressure produced
p
by
y heating. In addition to fluid con
ntrol, samplle
p
preparation
is also an important sttep that cann be integratted into thee microfluiddics system.. Solid phasse
e
extraction
m
micropillars
made of glaass have been combineed with a LA
AMP microofluidics chiip for nucleiic
a
acid
extractiion [72]. Nucleic
N
acidds tend to adhere
a
to th
he glass pilllars in a chhaotropic saalt guanidinne
h
hydrochlorid
de environm
ment. Afterr the extracction of DN
NA, the sam
mple can bee eluted by a low ioniic
s
strength
soluution to the LAMP reeaction chaamber for amplificatio
a
n. With thee exception
n of uniboddy
m
micropillars
, additionall extraction components have also been used in
i the LAMP device. Liu
L et al. useed
®
thhe Flinders Technologyy Associates (Whatmann FTA ) meembrane em
mbedded to tthe channel to extract thhe
D
DNA,
and thhe LAMP reeaction wass performedd right on th
he membranne without aany elution process
p
[71].
H
Hence,
baseed on the exxtraction off nucleic accid and the removal off the LAMP
P inhibitor in
i saliva, thhe
d
detection
lim
mit of HIV DNA
D
was im
mproved to 10 copies in
n a reactionn time of lesss than 40 min
m by addinng
D
DNA
inside the reactionn chamber.
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Besides fluorescenc
f
ce, which is
i commonnly used in
n DNA dettection, thee turbidity change
c
from
m
m
magnesium
sulfide prodduction durring LAMP reaction is also an impportant charracter. A sin
ngle-channeel
tuurbidimetryy instrumennt was asseembled to a small device by Leee et al. ass previously
y mentioneed
(Figure 5(A
A)) [67,68], and in anoother devicee, the paralllel measureement of thhe LAMP reaction
r
waas
p
performed
by a commerrcial portablle turbidimeeter [73]. Th
he detectionn limitation ccan be loweered to 100 fg
f
tootal RNA for
f the Taurra syndromee virus, as demonstrate
d
ed by Sappaat. Another high sensitiivity and fast
s
surface
plasm
mon resonaance (SPR) platform foor the LAM
MP reaction is reportedd by Chuang et al. [744].
T SPR seetup consistts of an 850 nm light-emitting diode
The
d
(LED)), a charge-coupled deevice (CCD
D)
c
camera,
andd a disposabble polycarbbonate-basedd reaction chamber
c
witth a prism ((Figure 5(B))). Instead of
o
s
sensing
the DNA direcctly, the reseearch reportt revealed a new strateegy to meassuring the change
c
in thhe
r
refraction
inndex of the bulk
b
solutioon during thhe reaction. The resultss showed thhat a detection limitatioon
a 2 fg DNA
at
A per microlliter within 20
2 min wass achieved.
Figuree 5. (A) Schhematic diaagram of ann integrated
d LAMP turrbidimetry ddevice. (Rep
printed
with permission
p
from [68]. Copyright 2007 Elsev
vier B.V.) (B)
( Schemaatic diagram
m of an
SPR-bbased LAM
MP sensing cartridge and
a system (reprinted with perm
mission from
m [74].
Copyrright 2012 Elsevier
E
B.V
V.).

Electrochhemistry haas been connsidered a possible method
m
for the miniatuurization off the opticaal
d
detection
coomponent of
o a microflluidics systtem [75–78]. Nagatanii et al. usedd a universsal serial buus
(USB) poweer-controlleed electrodee for the RT
T-LAMP deetection of the
t influenzza virus and
d yielded thhe
p
peak
height in the I-V curve for annalysis [78]]. The thresshold for thee calibrationn curve was determineed
u
using
serial diluted possitive contrrol. The viraal load of the
t influenzza virus waas estimated
d by the areea
u
under
the cuurve.
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2.5. Helicase-Dependent Amplification
Helicase-dependent amplification (HDA) is based on natural DNA replication mechanisms. Initially,
the coordinated action of helicases unwinds and separates the template DNA duplex. The primer can
hybridize with the free single-stranded templates, and the subsequent extension by a DNA polymerase
will result in DNA amplification (Figure 6(A)). The original reaction reported in the literature is
performed at 37 °C for the entire process, and more than a million-fold amplification of DNA
fragments can be achieved from nanogram quantities of genomic DNA [79]. Unlike the PCR, HDA
uses helicases instead of heat, thus eliminating the need for any denaturation steps. Nevertheless, two
additional accessory proteins are required in this approach: MutL to stimulate helicase unwinding
activity and a single-strand binding (SSB) protein to prevent premature re-association of the separated
ssDNA. A thermostable helicase may be also advantageous for HDA. Recently, a new helicase was
developed from Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis, which can be operated at temperatures from
45 °C to 65 °C [80], so HDA reactions are now generally performed at the higher temperature of 65 °C.
The use of thermostable helicase led researchers to abandon both the MutL and SSB proteins, while
simultaneously improving the DNA yield of the reaction [81]. This simple thermal management option
makes HDA very attractive for the development of simple portable DNA diagnostic devices and
point-of-care testing.
Recently, electrochemical methods for the detection of DNA in combination with HDA have been
developed. A DNA-based sensor for the detection of M. tuberculosis using the electrochemical
detection of gold nanoparticles was developed [82]. The dextrin-coated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
used as a reporter can be electrochemically detected on a screen-printed carbon electrode chip
(Figure 6(B)). Kivlehan et al. developed a real-time electrochemical method for HDA using the
monitoring of intercalating redox probes [83]. The binding of redox probes to the HDA products
(amplified double-stranded DNA) led to less electrochemically detectability, compared with the probes’
free counterpart. This method of electrochemical HDA detection does not require the immobilization
of the probe on the electrode; real-time isothermal HDA reactions with 48-electrochemical microwells
can be performed in 1 h. Therefore, it has the potential to be a reliable method for sequence-specific
DNA detection.
Lateral flow test strips provide a promising tool for the development of point-of-care nucleic acid
biosensors. Consequently, HDA has been employed with an embedded lateral-flow DNA detection
strip for end-point assay to detect HIV-1 in human plasma [84]. The principle of this approach is based
on a sandwich immunoassay using two probes: a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled capture
probe and a biotin-labeled detection probe. The HDA products hybridize with the capture probes and
detection probes to form the complex. The hybrids are bound to streptavidin-conjugated color particles
and are captured on the test zone by the interaction between the target DNA-FITC capture probe and
an anti-FITC antibody. The accumulation of color beads in the test zone of the fiberglass paper is
visualized as a characteristic red band. This assay provides the satisfactory detection of HIV-1 RNA at
50 copies/assay. This disposable amplicon detection device based on HDA has also been applied to the
herpes simplex virus [85] and Mycobacterium tuberculosis diagnosis [86] and shows a performance
comparable with conventional detection assay. Nevertheless, sample preparation, target amplification,
and nucleic acid testing are conducted as distinct steps.
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Figuree 6. (A) Schhematic illuustration of the princip
pal steps of HDA; (B) System dessign for
an on--chip RCA integrated
i
p
platform
(reeprinted witth permissioon from [822]. Copyrigh
ht 2011
Elseviier B.V.).

Andresenn et al. perfformed HD
DA in a miccroarray forrmat, makinng it suitabble for the simultaneou
s
us
d
detection
off various patthogens [877]. In their reported
r
tecchnique, thee first primeer was immo
obilized ontto
thhe microarrray surface and then, thhe second primer,
p
labeeled with a reporter, annd enzymess were mixeed
inn the HDA
A reaction sample. In the absencce of patho
ogens, no labeled
l
ampplification product waas
d
detected.
Thhe detection of the two pathogens
p
N gonorrho
N.
oeae and S. aureus
a
in siingle- and duplex-forma
d
at
o OnChip HDA
of
H
was carried out within 2 h.
h This stud
dy demonstrrated that H
HDA with a chip-baseed
a
array
can prrovide unam
mbiguous visible resultss. Microfluiidic DNA assays
a
invollving on-chiip isothermaal
a
amplificatio
n have alsoo been develloped for HDA.
H
Ramallingam et all. reported a microchip
p-based HDA
A
s
system
for the ampliffication of a 78 bp frragment off severe acuute respirattory syndro
ome (SARS
S)
c
complement
tary DNA [88]. Thee diagnostic device, with an unsealed
u
P
PDMS/glasss-multiplexeed
m
microreactor
r, containedd four paraallel 5 µL microchamb
m
bers. The methods
m
of fabrication used in this
s
study
are sim
mple, and thhe operationn of the devvice is straig
ghtforward, requiring nno pumps orr valves, onlly
c
capillary
acttion for liqquid handlinng. An absoorbent pad was placedd at the endd of the sam
mple loadinng
c
channel
to remove
r
exceess amplificcation mixtuure. The HD
DA primer pairs were patterned onto
o
the glasss
s
substrate
duuring fabricaation and dried
d
beforee bonding to the moldded PDMS rreactor. Thu
us, the drieed
p
primer
pair was inside each microochamber, which
w
can be an interresting micrrofabrication procedure.
T
These
advanntages and features
f
helpp make thesse devices applicable
a
f the real-time detection of SAR
for
RS
c
cDNA
withh a detection limit of 0.1 ng/µL. Additionally, this deevice used small reacttion volumees
(192 nL–5 μL),
μ which can
c potentiaally lead to short ampliification tim
mes. Although this micrrochip-baseed
r
reactor
incluuded integraation with on-chip
o
sam
mple amplifiication and isolation, thhe purificattion step waas
n perform
not
med on-line with HDA
A. Recently,, Mahalanaabis et al. reported
r
ann integrated
d system thaat
p
performed
D
DNA
purification from
m whole baccteria in a liquid
l
sampple, followeed by HDA
A and nucleiic
a hybridization [89].. This system
acid
m allowed multiple
m
operations to be
b performeed on chip, and thus, thhe
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total detection time including sample preparation was 50 min. Such an integrated microfluidic device,
with its ease of use and short detection time, can become a portable device for rapid, label-free,
specific detection.
2.6. Other Isothermal Amplification of Interest
Trau’s group has proposed a beacon-assisted detection amplification (BAD-AMP) by DNA
polymerization in conjunction with the nicking event [90,91]. Two enzymes are used in BAD-AMP:
the DNA polymerase that replicates the DNA target on the beacon and the nicking endonuclease that
cuts the replicated single strand at the recognition position. Initially, the reaction can be activated by
the addition of target DNA to switch the conformation of the beacon. When a new DNA is synthesized,
the target is displaced by the polymerase with strand-displacement activity. This polymerization
eventually leads to the newly synthesized DNA strand with a recognition sequence for the DNA
endonuclease. This allows an enzyme to nick the DNA strand, such that the polymerase can also
displace the nicked strand. BAD-AMP leads to exponential amplification by repeating cycles of
polymerase and endonuclease activity. Because this strategy is a relatively simple technique,
BAD-AMP has also been applied for the construction of molecular logic gates [92].
Hybridization chain reaction (HCR) is a short DNA amplification technique that is based on
hybridization and strand-exchange reactions for selective and specific extension [93]. Two
complementary, kinetically trapped DNA hairpins coexist in solution until the introduction of target
strands initiates a cascade of hybridization events. Because there is no requirement for enzyme
amplification of the signal, HCR can be performed at room temperature. The major drawback of HCR
is that it provides linear amplification only, compared to the PCR, which produces exponential
amplification. Various approaches with labeled hairpin probes have been reported to improve the
sensitivity of targets [94–97]. Although HCR is the simplest method among the isothermal nucleic acid
amplifications, there are no reports on the development of an integrated HCR chip.
3. Conclusions
The aim of this review was to briefly describe the current state of the art of diagnostic devices for
isothermal nucleic acid amplification. The isothermal strategy has been a versatile and powerful
technique applied in the detection of microbial and viral pathogens, among many other uses in the
diagnostic laboratory. The combination of the properties derived from isothermal amplification and
biosensing platforms proved a valuable strategy for simplifying the analytical science of nucleic acid
detection. In reviewing the various detection configurations, we observed that integrated microchip
systems are particularly desirable because these systems provide significant advantages in convenience
and cost-effectiveness, simultaneously simplifying operational procedures and shortening analysis times.
To date, the development of chip-based isothermal assay systems has received great attention,
whereas achieving a higher degree of portability remains a challenge. No device reported thus far is
clearly superior, resulting in the possibility that sensing platforms based on different isothermal
amplifications may find their way to market. Commercialization requires further improvement in
on-chip sample pretreatment, miniaturization of detectors, decrease in power consumption, and the
establishment of quality control. We can expect the full integration of all components on disposable
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credit-card-sized systems for isothermal nucleic acid amplification and detection in the near future.
Given the great effort being invested in isothermal DNA microchip systems, there is no doubt that they
will provide significant contributions to point-of-care diagnostics and decentralized testing.
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